45 2	MACHINE DESIGN.
C draw XX perpendicular to CO. Then XX is the gravity axis about which flexure will occur.* The dangerous stress will be at F, and the value of c will be the perpendicular distance from F to XX. The moment of inertia of the cross-section about XX may be found, ==/; /, the lever-arm of P, =OC. The stress at F, /4-/i must be of safe value.
Pk	.   ,
J=—-r-,	in known terms.
P
f, =	:—>	in known terms.
'     area of section
248. Closed Frames.—Fig. 262 shows a closed frame. The members G and H are bolted rigidly to a cylinder C at the top, and to a bedplate, DD, at the bottom. A force P may act in the center line, either to separate D and C, or to bring them nearer together. The problem is to design G, H, and D for strength. If the three members were "pin connected" (see Fig. 263), the reactions of C upon A and B at the pins would act in the lines EF and GH. Then if P acts to bring D and C nearer together, compression results in A, the line of action being EF', compression results in Bj the line of action being GH. These compressions being in equilibrium with the force P, their magnitude may be found by the triangle of forces. From these values A and B may be designed. C is equivalent to a beam whose length is I, supported at both
* This is not strictly true. If OC is a diameter of the "ellipse of inertia," flexure will occur about its conjugate diameter. If the section of the engine frame is symmetrical with respect to a vertical axis, OC is vertical, and its conjugate diameter XX is horizontal. Flexure would occur about XX, and the angle between OC and XX would equal 90°. As the section departs from symmetry about a vertical, XX, at right angles to OC, departs from OC's conjugate, and hence does not represent the axis about which flexure occurs. In sections like Fig. 259, the error from making ^=90° is unimportant. When the departure from symmetry is very great, however, OC's conjugate should be located and used as the axis about which flexure occurs. For method of drawing " ellipse of inertia" see Hoskins's " Graphic Statics."

